The symbolic level of a dynamic scene interpretation system is presented. This symbolic level is based on plan prototypes represented by Petri nets whose interpretation is expressed thanks to 1st order cubes, and on a reasoning aiming at instantiating the plan prototypes with objects delivered by the numerical processing of sensor data. A purely symbolic meta-structure, grounded on the lattice theory, is then proposed to deal with the symbolic uncertainty issues. Examples on real world data are given.
Introduction
Dynamic scene interpretation from images for surveillance and intelligence systems, autonomous vehicles, decision aid systems, involves symbolic model designing for representing activities and plans that are likely to be observed, so as to give a meaning to the outputs of the numerical image processing.
The aim of Perception project 1 1 is to study and develop numerical and symbolic methods and processings allowing a semantically rich interpretation of sensor data to be computed and updated, considering dynamic environments. The perception function ranges from the outputs of the sensors (e.g. black and white, color and infrared cameras, or even \human sensors") to a symbolic representation of the observed environment (say: the current situation), with a feedback considering the management of the perception resources.
This closed loop involves four di erent modules ( Fig. 1 ):
the Numerical Level (NL) aims at delivering labelled and tracked objects from sensor data. The detection of moving objects is performed thanks to the cooperation of static and dynamic segmentations of images; the labelling results from the fusion of di erent classi ers and takes advantage of the sensor complementarity. the Symbolic Level (SL) takes the labelled objects as inputs and computes the situations that are likely to be in progress in the environment. The situations are not intended to give a mere representation of the physical features of the objects, but above all, to build a representation of the actions being currently performed by the objects in the environment, so as their temporal linkings. the Model of the Environment (ME) records and updates all the relevant elements coming from the Numerical and Symbolic Levels in order to keep a representation of the observed environment. It is based on a dynamic 3D model and preserves the temporal consistency of the moving objects. the Resource Management Level (RML) answers the requests of the Symbolic Level for further information, relying on the Model of the Environment and on the Numerical Level. Moreover, RML deals with planning and scheduling of perception actions. As far as the Symbolic Level is concerned, the models have to be expressive enough to:
allow numerical data to be translated into symbolic properties; take variables into account (the objects to be observed are not known in advance); express conditions and constraints on these variables; take time into account; make predictions about what is likely to be observed; send out requests to and get answers from the database (ME) memorizing the observations during the surveillance process; represent and deal with symbolic uncertainty. Moreover, it is important to notice that the applications that are considered do not involve procedures like in 2 or 3 but sequences of actions that are not precisely speci ed. For instance, somebody wanting to take his car and leave will walk to the car, get into the car, start the car and leave, maybe with several man uvres; even in a known environment, details on durations, positions, speeds are not available a priori.
Arti cial Intelligence approaches
The Arti cial Intelligence eld has proposed various frameworks to represent actions, events, plans and intentions for interpretation purposes. 4 designs a hierarchy of event models, each of them being a template organized around a verb of locomotion, to be matched to scene data. This representation allows deviations from what is expected to be explicitly taken into account. A formal analysis of actions is given in 5 : an action structure is described as a set of actions that are partially ordered in time, an action being de ned by preconditions, postconditions and prevail conditions (holding during action), which is not far from Petri nets. 6 and 7 perform plan recognition thanks both to a terminological reasoning and a constraint network reasoning based on an action taxonomy and an interval based representation of time. 8 proposes a model of intentions and beliefs of an agent, a plan being de ned as a set of intentions the agent elaborates relatively to pre-existing intentions. Description logics are proposed in 9 to represent actions for situation recognition; however in 10 , it is claimed that terminological systems have to be adapted and extended to meet the needs of image recognition, especially in order to generate and manage hypotheses.
If those approaches propose sound formal frameworks, their main drawback is that they only concentrate on toy problems with restrictive assumptions; for example, actions are supposed to be directly observed, and observations are complete Symbolic Model for Scene Interpretation 4 and certain. No application on real data is shown.
Computer Vision and Signal Processing approaches
In this eld, pragmatic approaches have often been proposed for particular problems of recognition in dynamic environments. In order to detect incidents on an urban round-about from video frames involving known objects, 11 designs three levels of models: kinematical, spatial and relational events corresponding to changes, individual behaviours as results of the propagation of temporal values of the events, and interactive situations as dynamic groupings of objects. The system can detect incidents such as the formation of queues, objects leaving queues, refusal of priority. Maintaining through perception a coherent interpretation of what is going on is achieved by 2 thanks to situation models, which are sets of event patterns linked with temporal constraints. Recognition is based on a forecast of forthcoming events with their time intervals resulting from a temporal propagation algorithm. The applications are the surveillance of an indoor mobile robot and the monitoring of a complex dynamic system. The approach is quite similar in 3 , in which situations models are temporal graphs linking sets of events, each event corresponding to a change in the data. Imperfect matchings between data and models allow incidents to be detected. Non-temporal and temporal scenarios are also used in 12 for real-time recognition of human activities in a video-surveillance framework.
As a matter of fact, almost all these applications are based on a concept of situation, which is often a temporal network of events, events corresponding to changes that have to be observed in the data coming from the real world. This approach is worth connecting to the notion of spatial network of objects which is used in advanced object recognition systems, such as 13 and 14 .
Though the models we propose here are more connected to those kinds of approaches, they intimately mix Arti cial Intelligence tools (through 1st order CCubes) and discrete Automatic Control tools (through Petri nets), which allows a sound and pragmatic reasoning to be performed for scene interpretation.
SL 2 and the SL 2 Interpreted Petri nets for Plan Prototypes
As the Symbolic Level is part of a complete real-word surveillance system, the inputs we consider is what is delivered by the numerical processing of sensor data, that is to say recognized and possibly tracked objects. Therefore the lowest level of knowledge representation for the Symbolic Level is the object level (see also 15 for a di erent presentation of knowledge representation).
SL 2 : a symbolic language for the Symbolic Level
The logical language SL 2 is designed to capture the logical and algebraic conditions that are handled in the symbolic models, in terms of properties and constraints. SL 2 is a classical 1st-order logic language in which constraints are de ned within the same formal frame than the w . It is based on conjunctions of literals (cubes) associated with constraints, in order to get C-Cubes (Constrained-Cubes). SL 2 is also used as a generic query language to send out requests to and get answers from the Model of the Environment during the surveillance process.
3.1.1. The terms of SL 2 Const is the set of constant (ped1, V1), and V ar is the set of variable symbols (x; y; t:::) The variables and constants are used both to denote objects and to represent numerical values. Fonct is the set of function symbols which are more specifically devoted to capture numerical operations. Finally the set of all formal terms is the functional closure of the sets of variables and constants by the functions:
3.1.2. The constraints in SL 2 In this section, simpli ed formal de nitions of constraints 16 are given. Usually, constraints are numerical or boolean, and except for type constraints, they are expressed through binary relations (equations or inequations); consequently, a natural approach is to consider constraints as formal partial orders (fpo).
Let R be the set of all binary relations on a virtual set E. Given two relations r and r', the operators on R are de ned as follows: r r' is the composition of r and r'; r c is the complement relation of r; r t r' (resp. u) is the join (resp. meet) of r and r'; and r @ r' is the order relation. The universal bounds are r t r' = > (= E E), r u r' = ? (= ;). All the operators are based upon their set equivalent.
As constraints are supposed to be equations or inequations, we de ne CR, a subset of R, as the set of all the relations that verify the axioms of the partial orders, i.e. re exivity and transitivity. In order to express strict constraints, the di erence (6 =) relation (which is not a po) is added to CR (in fact \ 6 = " = c where is the diagonal, i.e. the set of all (x; x) couples). Then the set Constraints of constraints is the functional application of CR on Terms: Constraints = CR(Terms), e.g. fv 6 = 0; v 0 < v; v < 2a; x + y = zg.
Pragmatics: 1-we follow here the classical constraint logic programming approach; in particular it is not necessary to consider logic operators on the constraints (such as: f:(v 6 = 0) _ ((v 0 < v)^(x + y = z))g) as it is always possible to rewrite them, see next note. 2-the semantics of a list of constraints is a conjunction of the elementary constraints belonging to the list. As it is possible to write inequations, the negation operator is intrinsically de ned. In the same way, non-linear constraints can be considered.
Symbolic Model for Scene Interpretation 6 3. 1.3. Predicates Pred is the set of predicate symbols representing logical conditions. An arity function exists from Pred onto IN (zero-argument predicates allow zero-order logic properties to be considered): e.g. "armoured" is a zero-arity predicate, whereas "gettingcloser-to" has two arguments.
Predicates and constraints make up the standard level of symbolic knowledge processing. The predicates are used to represent the properties of the objects, general properties (permanent knowledge for instance), or conditions linking several objects. Predicates allow the set of atomic formulas, in which the predicates have their correct number of terms, to be built: armoured, getting-closer-to(o2, o1), type(o1, vehicle), speed(o2, x), group(<o2, o1, o3>). NB: at this step, it is formally allowed to consider a negation operator on the atomic formulas (:(armoured)). In fact there is only a very limited part of the data coming from the Numerical Level that leads to de ne negative information. Furthermore, many supposed negative data are in fact expressed thanks to constraints (speed(o1,x)^(x 6 = 0)). Consequently, negative atomic formulas will not be used widely. However, a special non-standard predicate will be de ned in the sequel to express the disappearance of an object.
C-Cubes
The last level of SL 2 is the C-Cubes (for Constrained-Cubes), noticing that a cube traditionally denotes a conjunction of atomic formulas 17 , 18 ; as conditions in our symbolic models are combinations of properties and constraints, a C-Cube is a couple (a nite series of atomic formulas, a nite series of constraints), e.g. c =f(type(o1, vehicle), type(o2, pedestrian), on(o1, parking-lot), speed(o1, x)), fx = 0gg.
Semantics of C-Cubes
Let F n be the File containing the objects delivered by the Numerical Level at time t n ; formulas are supposed to be interpreted at time t n .
The general semantics of a C-cube is "these formulas are true under these constraints". More precisely, in order to de ne the semantics of a C-Cube, e.g. c = (P (x) Q(x; y) R(x; y; t); fx = y + z; 0 < yg), we have to choose the default quanti cation of the free variables. This is achieved by applying the existential closure of the C-cubes, i.e. all the variables are supposed to be existentially quanti ed. The logical constraints are added to the explicit constraints and c becomes:
9x; 9y; 9z; P(x)^Q(x; y)^R(x; y; t)^fx = y + zg^f0 < yg. Then, the more general rewritten form of c is: 9(x; y; z; x 0 ; y 0 ; x 00 ; t); P(x)^Q(x 0 ; y)R (x 00 ; y 0 ; t)^fx = y + zg^f0 < yg^fx = x 0 g^fx 0 = x 00 g^fy = y 0 g.
Consequently, the interpretation of a C-Cube c is made through the le F n which represents the "universe of the discourse" of the classical model theory of the pred- The semantics of the absence of an object is more complex as it is not possible to rely on F n only. In fact, the concept that has to be captured is the disappearance of an object, which is de ned thanks to the predicate Missing(o): Missing(o) is true
As a matter of fact, the semantics of the negation is a tricky problem: for instance the predicate :9x is not universally collectivizing, i.e. it is impossible to determine the set that is supposed to be de ned by it outside of a prede ned frame. 19 , 20 . Arcs are directed and represent the forward incidence function F : P T ! IN and the backward incidence function B : P T ! IN respectively. The matrices associated to F and B are the incidence matrices. An interpreted Petri net is such that conditions and events are associated with places and transitions respectively. When the conditions corresponding to some places are satis ed, tokens are assigned to those places and the net is said to be marked. The choice of Petri nets as a basis for the symbolic models, i.e. plan prototypes, was motivated by the following points: they allow sequencing, parallelism and synchronization to be easily taken into account and visualized; therefore, typical or standard behaviours occurring in the observed environment and involving several activities organized in time are naturally represented; they are used to monitor, predict (what is going to happen) and review (what happened); prediction is a major element in our case since the activities or behaviours that are likely to be observed next can be forecast, which cuts down the number of hypotheses to be considered by the scene interpretation reasoning; more speci cally, they have been used in process control and fault diagnosis to represent procedural knowledge 21 , system normal and abnormal behaviours and external actions 22 , 23 , or to implement the diagnosis resaoning itself 24 ;
extentions can be considered to cover a wider range of behaviours or to enhance the performance of the scene interpretation reasoning; this point is discussed in Symbolic Model for Scene Interpretation 8 section 7.3.
SL 2 interpreted Petri nets An SL 2 interpreted Petri net is an interpreted Petri net in which:
events associated to transitions are conditions expressed with SL 2 ; actions associated to places are described with SL 2 .
3.2.3. Plan prototypes A plan prototype is an SL 2 interpreted Petri net in which actions associated to places are activities. Activities are described thanks to two sets of SL 2 conditions: a recognition prototype, designed for activity recognition; a carry-out prototype, designed for activity simulation in time. Both sets a priori qualify the objects that are likely to be delivered by the Numerical Level.
Example: A5 pedestrian-getting-out-of-vehicle: recognition prototype (type(o1, vehicle), type(o2, pedestrian), speed(o2, x), close-to(o2, o1), fx 6 = 0g)]; carry-out prototype (type(o2, pedestrian) (pos(o2; t;X); pos(o2; t 0 ;X 0 ); f kX 0 ?Xk
.
A reachable marking of a plan prototype corresponds to the activities that can hold simultaneously (e.g. A4A6). Therefore a reachable marking condition is the conjunction of the SL 2 conditions associated to each place of a given reachable marking. A reachable marking condition must be logically consistent.
An examination condition is derived from the SL 2 conditions associated with a set of successive reachable markings. It must be logically consistent. Examination conditions are characteristic of a given plan prototype and allow that plan prototype to be selected or not during the interpretation reasoning.
An ending condition is associated with a sink transition (i.e. a transition with no downstream place) of the SL 2 interpreted Petri net representing a plan prototype (e.g. missing(o2)). An ending condition becoming true allows the interpretation reasoning to consider the activities corresponding to that plan prototype as being terminated.
The di erent concepts are illustrated on Fig. 2 .
The Dynamic Scene Interpretation Reasoning
The aim of the reasoning at the Symbolic Level is to output a coherent high level statement of what is going on in the observed environment, from the objects delivered by the Numerical Level. This is achieved through the instantiation of the plan prototypes by the properties of the objects, which in fact is a double problem: the conditions corresponding to activities have to be instantiated, and their temporal consistency has to be checked. A (partially) instantiated plan prototype is called a P-situation.
Let P be the set of plan prototypes. expected to happen in the observed environment; A1: the static and dynamic parts of the scene that are visible for at least one sensor are supposed to be known prior to the interpretation process.
A2: the objects are not required to be tracked by the Numerical Level (this means that if object o1 is observed at time t n and object o2 at time t n+1 , the numerical level may be unable to state that o2 is the same object as o1). In the same way, some objects or properties of objects that are necessary to instantiate some conditions in plan prototypes may not be available. Nevertheless, the Symbolic Level is designed in such a way that a certain robustness of the reasoning is guaranteed, even if the inputs delivered by the Numerical Level lack completeness (obviously, if object tracks are available, for example as a result of a Kalman ltering, or if all the objects and properties are given, the results of the symbolic processing are enhanced). A3: the reasoning is based on the continuity of what happens; therefore a greater importance is given to ongoing P-situations.
A4: an object is supposed to take part in only one P-situation at a time.
Matching objects and plan prototypes
Each time a File F n containing objects is delivered by the Numerical Level, the Symbolic Level has to answer the question: which conditions in which plan prototype are those objects satisfying?
The link between objects and plan prototypes is created via the marking of the SL 2 interpreted Petri nets: when the properties of an object or a set of objects of File F n match a reachable marking condition of a given plan prototype P i of P, an instance of that prototype { a P-situation (P i;mi;n ) { is created, with the appropriate marking m i . This marking evolves as new reachable marking conditions are satis ed.
To answer the question at time t n+1 , objects of F n+1 are rst tried to be explained by the continuation of current P-situations (assumption A3): they are compared to the predictions that are made from the current P-situations i.e., for each P-situation (P i;mi;n ), the properties are compared to the conditions associated to the markings m i + k that can be reached from the current marking m i :
if some of the objects match the predictions, the corresponding current P-situations are updated as (P i;mi+k;n+1 )), i.e. the markings are updated according to the new conditions that are veri ed; if an ending condition is veri ed, the corresponding P-situation is said to be terminated.
if objects do not match the predictions, the corresponding current P-situations are rejected and new plan prototypes are considered, building new P-situations (P j;mj;n+1 ). the nal step at time t n+1 consists in elaborating current situations; a current situation S n+1 is a set of coherent P-situations, corresponding to a coherent statement of what is going on, following assumption A4.
Three fundamental processes are therefore involved: new P-situation generation, P-situation continuation checking, current situation building (see Fig. 3 ).
4.1.3. New P-situation generation New P-situations are generated either at the beginning of the interpretation process, when no plan prototype is instantiated; or when objects do not match the predictions of available P-situations; or when the elapsed time t n+1 ? t n between Files F n and F n+1 delivered by the Numerical Level is too long in comparison with the scene dynamics. the objects satisfying the examination conditions are identi ed; if such objects exist, P i becomes a candidate to be instantiated as a new P-situation.
for those objects, the reachable marking conditions they satisfy are identi ed; if such conditions exist, the plan prototype is instantiated as a P-situation (P i;mi;n ) whose marking m i corresponds to the satis ed conditions. N.B.: an examination condition or a reachable marking condition generally involves several variables, to be matched with several object identi ers and properties. A File F n delivered by the Numerical Level at time t n only contains new information with regard to times t i ; i < n. Therefore generally, in order to know if a condition is satis ed, the information of le F n has to be completed by knowledge that was memorized and updated (thanks to Files F i or numerical prediction) in the Model of the Environment at time t i ; i < n. This knowledge can be reached via the Resource Management Level, through requests and answers expressed in SL 2 , e.g.: if condition to be veri ed is type(o1, vehicle), type(o2, pedestrian), close-to(o2, o1)], and if o2 only can be instantiated as ped 2 thanks to le F n , a request is sent to the Model of the Environment to know if there is a vehicle such that ped 2 is close to that vehicle: type(o1, vehicle), close-to(ped 2 , o1)]? The answer may be one or several possible instantiations for o1, or \fail". 4.1.4. P-situation continuation checking P-situation continuation is checked when some plan prototypes have already been instantiated as P-situations (P i;mi;n ) at time t n and a new File F n+1 is delivered at time t n+1 (if elapsed time t n+1 ? t n is not too long). Functionally, this process includes two phases, prediction generation and object comparison with predictions.
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Prediction generation Given the P-situations (P i;mi;n ) available at t n , the activities that are likely to be observed at t n+1 are predicted through both: a logical prediction: the list of the markings m i + k that can be reached from the current marking of each P-situation (P i;mi;n ), i.e. the set of the alternate conditions that are likely to be veri ed at t n+1 , is built; a temporal prediction: the time that the objects involved in each P-situation (P i;mi;n ) at t n should take to reach the predicted markings m i +k is estimated; this estimation is mainly based on the carry-out prototypes of the activities.
Comparison of objects and predictions semantic comparison: for each P-situation (P i;mi;n ), the new objects (delivered at t n+1 ) that satisfy the conditions corresponding to each predicted marking are searched for; for each of them, the consistency with the objects involved in the marking m i at t n is checked (this step is elementary if objects are tracked by the Numerical Level; if they are not, the consistency is checked between the properties of the objects in F n and the objects in F n+1 ).
temporal consistency: the elapsed time t n+1 ? t n is compared to the temporal prediction. Only the objects and markings corresponding to predicted activities that are consistent with this time consideration are kept.
Current situations
Both previous processes result in each object being associated to one or several P-situations with a given marking. The following cases may occur: two or more P-situations may in fact correspond to a single one (this is likely to occur if objects are not tracked and only a loose consistency can be obtained between their properties at successive times); the same object may appear in several P-situations (this is the case when the object properties match conditions appearing in di erent plan prototypes).
Given assumptions A3 and A4, coherent sets of P-situations have to be built. These coherent sets, the current situations, are the possible interpretations of the dynamic scene, and the outputs of the Symbolic Level.
Example
The applied part of Perception project is devoted to surveillance of a semi-urban environment (a parking-lot). The data collection campaign Vigile was carried out with a set of heterogeneous sensors (black and white and colour cameras, infrared cameras and a 94 GHz radar) on scenarios that were designed to pose hard problems and to correspond to the operational reality.
The Symbolic Level is implemented as a module of the complete dynamic scene interpretation system. The SL 2 language is implemented in Prolog3 r2 and the interpretation reasoning in C++.
2 registered trademark of Prologia. The example is given on a subset of Vigile data, coming from a colour wide range camera. For the sake of clarity, let us consider P as a subset of only three plan prototypes: vehicle-arrival (see Fig. 2 ), vehicle-departure, and pedestrian-movement (Fig. 4) .
The static and dynamic parts of the scene that are visible for the sensor are known prior to the recognition process (assumption A1). Therefore, before F 1 is delivered by the Numerical Level, the Model of the Environment knows the dimensions, positions and speeds (zero-value speeds) of the parked vehicles. As this example is designed to illustrate the basic matching process of the Symbolic Level, les F n are supposed to be composed of unambiguous objects, the numerical uncertainties being limited to the scope of assumption A2. The uncertainty issue is tackled in section 6.
The Numerical Level processes Image-1 and delivers File F 1 at time t 1 , with one new object P1 such that type(P1, pedestrian), speed(P1, 4km/h) (a walking pedestrian). As no current P-situation is available, the Symbolic Level has to select relevant plan prototypes in order to explain the behaviour of this object: therefore the examination conditions of each available plan prototype in P are tested. As each element of P involves a moving pedestrian, the set of the potential candidates is P itself. In particular, the examination conditions of plan prototypes vehicle-arrival and vehicle-departure have to be further checked: is there a parked vehicle such that the pedestrian is moving away from that vehicle? Is there a parked vehicle such that the pedestrian is getting closer to that vehicle? The corresponding requests are sent to the Resource Management Level, which in turn asks the Model of the Environment. The answers are \fail" to the rst request, and a set of two objects V1 and V2 such that type(V1, vehicle), speed(V1, 0), getting-closer-to(P1, V1) and type(V2, vehicle), speed(V2, 0), getting-closer-to(P1, V2) to the second one. P-situations can then be built: plan prototype vehicle-arrival is rejected, whereas plan prototypes pedestrian-movement and vehicle-departure are instantiated as Psituations, with the respective markings *** (activity pedestrian-moving) and A1A2 (activities pedestrian-getting-closer-to-vehicle and parked-vehicle) { after checking with the Model of the Environment that the conditions corresponding to activity pedestrian-close-to-vehicle are not veri ed).
The current situation S 1 is shown on Fig.6 .
A new image Image-2 is processed, resulting in File F 2 at time t 2 , with t 2 = t 1 +4s: object P1 (which has been tracked by the Numerical Level) is now such that closeto(P1, V1) (the moving pedestrian is close to one of the vehicles). The current situation has to be updated: the activity pedestrian-moving of pedestrian-movement is still veri ed. But two markings of vehicle-departure are now possible: A1A2, corresponding to activities pedestrian-moving-to-vehicle and parked-vehicle, and A1A3, corresponding to activities pedestrian-getting-into-vehicle and parked-vehicle. Therefore a P-situation vehicle-departure with marking A1A3 is added.
The current situation S 2 is therefore made up of three hypotheses of P-situations: The next image, Image-3, is processed, resulting in File F 3 at time t 3 , with t 3 = t 2 + 6s: this File is empty (the pedestrian is not observable). As far as pedestrian-movement is concerned, either the activity moving-pedestrian is terminated, as the termination condition is veri ed (and consequently, this Psituation is also terminated), or it is occulted; three markings of vehicle-departure are possible: A1A2, with activity pedestrian-moving-to-vehicle occulted, A1A3, with activity pedestrian-getting-into-vehicle occulted and A4, corresponding to the inobservable activity parked-occupied-vehicle.
The last image is Image-4. File F 4 at time t 4 , with t 4 = t 3 +14s contains object V1 (which has been tracked by the Numerical Level), such as now speed(V1, 10km/h), and a new moving object V2, such as type(V2, vehicle), speed(V2, 30km/h). Vehicle V1 allows the Symbolic Level to go on with P-situation vehicle-departure, with activity vehicle-moving-o corresponding to marking A5. As far as V2 is concerned, a new plan prototype has to be considered: vehicle-arrival is a candidate, instantiated as a P-situation with marking A1, corresponding to activity vehicle-moving-from-entrance-to-parking-lot. The nal situation S 4 then involves two simultaneous P-situations. This example shows that, despite basic models are a priori designed, nonprocedural actions can be recognized, under the strong assumption that objects are perfectly classi ed and their properties correctly assessed by the Numerical Level. Symbolic uncertainty as a whole is taken into account through alternate P-situation hypotheses.
Nevertheless, the empirical plan prototype grounded theory can be enriched so as to tackle the following problems: 1. objects and their properties are not perfectly recognized, 2. objects and their properties do not match exactly the recognition and carry-out prototypes of the activities, 3. some P-situation hypotheses may be redundant (e.g. in the example, P-situation pedestrian-movement is \included" in P-situation vehicle-departure, 4. most often, what occurs in the environment does not match exactly one of the plan prototypes in P.
Next sections propose a meta-structure for this enrichment. 6 . Symbolic uncertainty issues
Introduction
What is searched for is not to propose another interpretation algorithm, but a framework to capture and delimit the symbolic uncertainty and formally characterize the domain of the current situation. Consequently, a formal meta-structure is designed, so as to deal with the four previous points in the following way: Points 1 and 2: the uncertainty of the basic information on the one hand (due to the sensors themselves, their positions in the environment and to the numerical processing 25 ), and the fact that what occurs in the environment often does not correspond exactly to the recognition and carry-out prototypes of the activities on the other hand, sometimes result in the fact that the properties of some objects cannot be matched to the activities. Nevertheless, a partial association could be expected in a lot of cases.
Example: let us suppose that the recognition prototype of an activity is described with the conjunction of properties fa(x)^b(x)g. At time t n , F n includes an object with properties a(1) and b (2) . In a classical data base query, logical expressions fa(x)^b(x)g and fa (1)^b (2)g are not uni able:
the properties of the object cannot be matched with the activity recognition prototype, even if, obviously, they have things in common. Instead of giving greater importance to one expression or to the other, an intermediate solution can be searched for; for instance, fa(x)^b(y)g can at least be expected. Points 3 and 4: with an empirically de ned set of plan prototypes P, a disjunction of several current situations S n may be delivered as an output of the Symbolic Level, each of them containing connected P-situations (e.g. they have several activities in common). The idea is to synthesize S n and give a \parsimonious" result covering all the objects of F n , as it is proposed in the parsimonious covering theory of 26 for diagnosis. For this purpose, the point is to be able to characterize the result of the \fusion" of several P-situations.
A pure symbolic meta-structure
When numerical data are considered, various tools are available to represent and deal with uncertainty: for example, the notions of mean, variance and standard deviation give a framework within which the uncertain data must be to be considered as non aberrant. The problem is quite di erent when data are symbolic, in so far as it becomes impossible to state such things as \ formula is an approximation of formula to the nearest 2%" or to consider \formula + "; as a matter of fact, symbolic data are essentially based on discrete frames 27 . Symbolic data may be projected on a numerical space as, in some cases, prede ned likelihood or preference measures encode notions such as sensor reliability, information quantity or matching satisfaction. But, as it is a matter of context, no universal method is available 28 . Moreover, these measures automatically de ne a total order on the pieces of information, which may induce irrelevant relations between elements which were not comparable a priori; furthermore, the fusion operators de ned from these measures are often purely numerical and produce results in which the symbolic origins and the semantics are lost. For example, let us consider an object O which is recognized by the Numerical Level as a pedestrian, with a con dence level of 0:8. Let us assume that the semantics of that 0:8 is grounded on the fact that a large database of images of pedestrians is used, and that O matches 80% of the database. This 0:8-pedestrian and his properties have then to be matched to activity prototypes, described with symbolic formulas; P-situations, represented by marked interpreted Petri nets, must then be built. The result may be that P-situation1 is recognized with a con dence level of 0:65 and P-situation2 with a con dence level of 0:43, after the application of several numerical aggregation rules. P-situation2 will probably be chosen Consequently, the approach that is proposed aims at dealing with symbolic uncertainty thanks to purely symbolic tools. It relies on the lattice structure 29 , which gives a reasonable improvement of the partially ordered set capabilities as far as non-comparable elements are concerned, while avoiding the strong requirements of totally ordered sets. Moreover, the whole set of the possible solutions can be characterized (and not only the 0:65 or 0:43 ones) and constructive functionalities are intrinsically o ered.
The formal meta-structure is now going to be described.
7. Lattices as a basic tool for symbolic uncertainty 7.1. Recalls Given two internal operators u (in mum) and t (supremum) on a set E, (E; u; t) is a lattice, i def : u and t are (L 1 ) idempotent, (L 2 ) associative, (L 3 ) commutative and (L 4 ) they verify the absorption law x u (x t y) = x and x t (x u y) = x. Examples: (1) (IN, hcf, lcm) is a lattice. (2) If E is a set, the power set of E, P(E), is a lattice with respect to the set union and intersection: (P (E); ; \). (3) Any totally ordered set is a lattice.
Remark: it is not necessary to have the order relation prior to de ning the supremum (the in mum) as the least upper bound (greatest lower bound): L 1?4 are su cient to de ne a lattice properly.
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Proposition (consistency): a lattice is an ordered set. Indeed: the relation < de ned on E as: (x < y) , def (x u y = x) is an order relation for which u and t respectively represent the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound.
From an informal point of view, the relevance of the lattice approach is the following: let K be the set within which all the symbolic knowledge required to deal with the matching problem is captured. Let us suppose that K is equipped with a lattice structure: when two pieces of information i 1 and i 2 have to be matched, it is possible, even if they are non comparable, to de ne their in mum inf(i 1 ; i 2 ) and supremum sup(i 1 ; i 2 ), thus de ning a local lattice within which all the possible matching results are included. Hence in the worst case, the matching result is at least as \good" as the in mum and it can be improved so as to reach the supremum or to as be kept at an optimal level. This allows any matching process to be de ned as a function M: M(i 1 ; i 2 ) 2 inf(i 1 ; i 2 ); sup(i 1 ; i 2 )] (*). This is theoretically justi ed by the following alternative: either the criteria used to elaborate the matching result are represented within K, hence they verify (*) or else they are not, and then they remain unjusti ed.
Cube lattices
Let C be the set of all the logical cubes describing the expected properties (for the sake of clarity, only cubes without constraints will be considered here).
The uncertainty on properties is captured by di erent means: quantity of information, precision of the terms, logical dependency. . . For example: ftype(o1,vehicle), speed(o1,x)g is more informed than fspeed(o1,x)g for the number of literals is higher; but fspeed(o1,25)g appears as more informed than fspeed(o1,x)g for a sake of precision. Unfortunately, the combination of both intuitive criteria is a contradiction:
ftype(o1,vehicle), speed(o1,x)g cannot be consistently compared to fspeed(o1,25)g.
Sound de nitions for the intuitive concepts of union and intersection of two nite information sets are needed, in accordance with the following requirements: the in mum has to capture the common features (while giving more information than the empty set frequently generated by the uni cation rule); the supremum has to cope with the contradictory criteria: quantity/precision of the information Symbolic Model for Scene Interpretation 22 (while giving a more synthetic result than the set union).
If the de nition of the supremum and in mum operators can be supported by the set union and intersection in the propositional calculus frame, rst order logic needs more sophisticated tools, especially for uni cation: we rest not only on the equational theories and the uni cation theory as de ned by 30 or 31 , but we also adopt the approach of 32 which allows a lattice on the terms algebra to be de ned properly, thanks to the anti-uni cation operator.
Examples: (1) p(x; g(y; b)) is the anti-uni ed literal of p(a; g(a; b)) and p (1; g(b; b) ). ( 2) The anti-uni cation of fa(x); b(x)g and fa(1); b(2)g is fa(x); b(y)g. In fact, antiuni cation allows the in mum to generalize the terms so as to properly enrich the set intersection on the cubes. The anti-uni cation of two cubes is the union of the anti-uni cation of all the couples of literals (l 1 ; l 2 ) which are built on the same predicate name and such that l 1 belongs to the rst one and l 2 to the second one.
Conversely, it is essential to reduct the mere set union of cubes in order to de ne the supremum so as to discard redundancies and to guarantee the veri cation of L 4 . Based upon the same approach than for the anti-uni cation, the de nition of such a reduction relies on the class of the substitutions 3 on terms.
De nition: a cube c is reducible if there exists a substitution such as c = c. Proposition: an irreducible reduction of c always exists and is unique up to variable renaming. It will be noted reduc(c).
Examples: it is clear that reduc(fa(x); a(1)g) = fa(1)g but reduc(fa(1; x); a(y; 2)g) = fa(1; x); a(y; 2)g; reduc looks like the usual factorization but it is more accurate. If C r denotes the subset of all the irreducible cubes of C, it is possible to de ne constructive operators on C r : De nition 4 It is worth noticing that the design of the lattice structure on the set of logical cubes does not require the a priori de nition of a partial order on C r . Moreover, C r is identically ordered by c and ; this guarantees the completeness of the approach.
Petri net lattices
As far as P-situations are concerned, would like the supremum of two P-situations to be a more general P-situation combining all the initial information, and the inmum to be a P-situation synthesizing the common elements. Consequently, two di erent aspects must be considered: the structure of the Petri nets { their graphs { on the one hand, and their interpretations and their markings { the properties { on the other. As the second aspect was dealt with in the previous section, we concentrate on the rst one, and de ne the notions of intersection and union of two Petri nets.
In the literature dedicated to the analysis of the properties of large-scale nets, many approaches based on subnets, sets of common places and transitions, or composition of Petri nets are available 33 . However, these notions are often purely intuitive and hardly de ned formally.
Preliminary de nitions:
There exists a structural automorphism within a Petri net R i some rows and columns of the incidence matrices can be permuted without modifying the matrices. This means that some parts of R are structurally equivalent. Consequently we can consider that incidence matrices are de ned up to automorphism and that automorphisms generate internal classes of equivalence within a given Petri net.
The upstream and downstream half degrees of a given node (place or transition) in a Petri net R indicate the number of nodes that are connected to it upstream and downstream respectively.
A node (place or transition) is complex if at least one of its connection half degrees is greater than 1.
De nition: let R 1 and R 2 be two Petri nets. The intersection of R 1 and R 2 , denoted R 1 uR 2 , is the Petri net made up of one or several independent nets resulting from the compatibility operation on the set of the maximal nets (in terms of the number of nodes) generated by a one-to-one matching between the nodes of R 1 and the nodes of R 2 , up to automorphism, and such as the preservation of the connection half degrees is maximum. The maximum preservation of the connection half degrees is a heuristic process allowing the intersection process to focus on complex structural patterns (linear place-transition chains are discarded).
The compatibility operation allows the nets of R 1 uR 2 to be independent with regard to their respective images in R 1 and R 2 . Isomorphic nets are compatible.
De nition: let R 1 and R 2 be two Petri nets. The union of R 1 and R 2 , denoted R 1 tR 2 , is the Petri net resulting from the connection of R 1 and R 2 on their intersection R 1 uR 2 . Remark: as R 1 uR 2 can appear several times in R 1 and R 2 , there may be several possibilities for the union net; as no grounded choice can be made, R 1 tR 2 is taken as the union of those di erent possibilities.
Example: 
Synthesis and example
The de nition of lattice structures on both logical cubes, which represent properties, and Petri nets, which are the basic formalism for plan prototypes, allows the uncertainty issue at the Symbolic Level to be dealt with.
Let F n be the current File delivered by the Numerical Level at time t n . The lattice obtained from the cubes representing the properties of the objects on the one hand, and the description of a candidate activity on the other hand, characterizes the partial matching between these properties and this description. A particular matching is then chosen within the bounds of the lattice, and becomes the activity prototype description in the considered P-situation. In case the previous step generates several possible P-situations, the lattice calculus on Petri nets allows the di erent hypotheses to be synthesized within a unique P-situation.
Example: let us consider a scenario involving a moving vehicle, several moving pedestrians and a re:
Symbolic Model for Scene Interpretation 26 At time t n , the current File F n is composed of a rst object V1 with properties ftype(V1,vehicle), close-to(V1,site), speed(V1, 20)g and a second object GP1 with properties ftype(GP1,pedestrian-group), close-to(GP1, site), speed(GP1, 5)g. Following section 7.2., F n partially matches two activities in both plan prototypes; therefore, the current situation S n is composed of two P-situations P 1 and P 2 (see Fig.19 ) whose markings correspond to those partial matchings.
Instead of giving the set (P 1 ; P 2 ) as a result for S n { the semantics being it is either P 1 or P 2 , the question is: is it possible to determine a new P-situation synthesizing P 1 and P 2 so as to assess S n more accurately? Indeed, P only allows two hypotheses to be set out: P 1 , rounds of surveillance; indeed the vehicle is moving but there should be only one pedestrian; P 2 , emergency intervention; indeed there is a group of pedestrians but the vehicle should be parked. The Petri-cube-lattice model allows acceptable solutions to be characterized, and a particular solution can be built as follows: considering the Petri net lattice of Fig.16 , where R 1 is the structure of P 1 and R 2 the structure of P 2 , R 1 t R 2 can be chosen as the structure for the new P-situation P ; the marking is chosen within the lattices corresponding to the characterization of the partial matchings of the initial markings of P 1 and P 2 (see Fig.20 ). It appears that the new P-situation P captures a special case of intervention in which, due to the importance of the incident, a group of pedestrians is required while the vehicle is used to evacuate an injured person and pick up additional material. This explains the presence of several pedestrians and the motion of the vehicle.
N.B.: it is essential to notice that the fundamental result of the Petri-cube-lattice model is the characterization of the acceptable solutions. Consequently, no algorithm (or fusion operator) to choose one particular solution within the set of the acceptable solutions is given here.
Conclusion
A formal description of models and of the algorithm for the symbolic interpretation of dynamic scenes has been explained and results delivered by the corresponding implementation on real-world data have been given. Moreover, an algebraic metastructure has been proposed to cope with symbolic uncertainty with purely symbolic tools: this enables the domain of the acceptable solutions to be characterized, with no a priori choice.
Having characterized domains for uncertain properties (expressed as logical cubes) and uncertain plans (described as interpreted Petri nets), it has been shown that \new" results could be built within the domains.
Ongoing research focuses on an extension to the symbolic level of the classical numerical notions of small variation, neighborhood, noise. For instance a pedestrian kneeling down to do up his laces while moving to his vehicle can be considered as a small variation in the P-situation vehicle-departure; onlookers watching the squad intervention can be considered as a symbolic noise. The key idea is that those notions are intrinsically included within the lattices that are built for the di erent pieces of uncertain symbolic knowledge. Moreover, it allows the information requests that are sent from the Symbolic Level to the Resource Management Level to be more suited to real world uncertainties, in so far as they can be stated in a \smoother" way.
